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Abstract- Our focus is cross-domain context-dependent text-to-SQL generation task. Adjacent natural language questions are 

often linguistically dependent and their corresponding SQL queries tend to overlap, by editing the previously predicted query 

we utilize the interaction history to improve the generation quality. we employ an utterance-table encoder to affect complex 

table structures in several domains and a tableware decoder to include the context of the user utterance and therefore the table 

schema. We evaluate our viewpoint on the SParC dataset and signify the advantage of editing compared with the state-of-the-

art baselines. We present simple techniques to leverage the table content to unravel the text-to-SQL problem for the BERT-

based model. Based on the observation that a number of the table content and table header match some word in the question 

string, we encode an addition feature vector for a deep model. During testing our methods are beneficial for model inference 

because the tables are more or less the same in testing and training time. We assess our model on the wikiSQL dataset and 

outperform the BERT-based baseline by 3.7% in execution accuracy and three .7% in logic form and acquire state-of-the-art. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

An important task in generating SQL queries from user 

utterances is to assist end-users to acquire information 

from databases. During a real-world application, users 

often retrieve information during a multi-turn interaction 

with the system by demanding a sequence of allied 

questions because the interaction proceeds, the user often 

makes testimonials to the pertinent mentions within the 

history or omits formerly conveyed information assuming 
it's known to the system.  

 

Therefore, the contextual history is crucial to know the 

follow-up questions from users, within the context-

dependent scenario, and the system often must reproduce 

partial sequences generated in previous turns.  

 

Recently, Suhr et al. (2018) put forward a context-

dependent text to-SQL model including an interaction-

level encoder and an attention mechanism over former 

utterances. They propose to repeat complete segments 

from the previous query to reuse what has been generated.  
 

While their model got success to reason about explicit and 

implicit references, it doesn't require explicitly address 

different database schemas because the ATIS contains 

only the flight-booking domain. Moreover, the model is 

limited to copy whole segments which are extracted by a 

rule-based procedure. To generalize the system to different 

domains and to exploit the correlation between 

sequentially generated queries, in this paper, we study an 

editing-based approach for cross-domain context-

dependent text-to-SQL generation tasks.  

 

By editing the query in the previous turn we propose query 
generation. we first encode the previous query as a 

sequence of tokens, and the decoder calculates a switch to 

transpose it at the token level. This sequence editing 

mechanism models token-level changes frequently and are 

thus robust to error propagation. Furthermore, to capture 

the complex database schemas and user utterance in 

different domains, we use an utterance table encoder based 

on BERT to together encode the and column headers user 

utterance along co-attention and approve a table-aware 

decoder to perform SQL generation with attentions onto 

over each of the user utterance and column headers.  
 

We assess our model on SParC (Yu et al., 2019b), a new 

large-scale dataset for cross-domain semantic parsing in a 

context consisting of coherent question sequences 

annotated with SQL queries ranging over the 200 

databases appearing in 138 domains. Experiment results 

show that by generating from the former query, that our 

model delivers an improvement of 7% question match 

accuracy and 11% interaction match accuracy over the 

previous state-of-the-art.  

 
Further survey shows that our composition reach is more 

robust to error propagation than copying elements, and the 

improvement becomes more significant if the basic text-

to-SQL generation accuracy improves. 
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II. CROSS DOMAIN CONTEXT-

DEPENDENT SEMANTIC PARCING 
 

Datasets we use as our main evaluation benchmark SParC 

1 (Yu et al., 2019b), a large-scale cross-domain context-

dependent semantic parsing dataset with SQL labels. We 

report performances on ATIS  for direct comparison to 

Suhr et al. (2018).  

 

In addition, we evaluate the cross-domain context-

independent text- to SQL ability of our model on Spider2 

(Yu et al., 2018 c), which SParC is built on. When the 

ATIS dataset has been studied, it is limited to a particular 

domain. By contrast, SParC is both context-dependent and 

cross-domain.  

 
Each interaction in SParC is made employing a question in 

Spider because the interaction goal, where the annotator 

asks inter-related inquiries to obtain information that 

completes the goal. SParC consists interactions across 200 

databases and it follows the same database split as Spider 

where each database appears only in one among train, dev, 

and test sets. To put it succinctly, SParC introduces new 

challenges to context-dependent text-to SQL because it (1) 

contains more complex context dependencies, (2) has 

preeminent semantic coverage, and (3) incorporates a 

cross-domain task setting. 
 

Task Formulation Let X denote a tongue utterance and Y 

denote the corresponding SQL query. Context-

independent semantic parsing considers individual (X, Y) 

pairs and plots X to Y. In context-dependent semantic 

parsing, we inspect an interaction I consisting of n 

utterance-query pairs in a sequence: I = [(Xi, Yi)] n i=1 At 

each turn t, the aim is to produce Yt given the current 

utterance Xt and the interaction history [(X1, Y1), (X2, 

Y2), . . ., (Xt−1, Yt−1)]  

 

Furthermore, in the cross-domain setting, each interaction 
is grounded to a different database. Therefore, the model is 

also specified with the schema of the current database as 

an input. We consider relational databases with multiple 

tables, and each table contains multiple column headers: T 

= [c1, c2, . . ., cl, . . ., cm] where m is the number of 

column headers, and each cl consists of numerous words 

consisting of its table name and column name. We employ 

an encoder-decoder architecture attentively mechanisms 

(Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 2015) as illustrated in 

Figure 1.  

 
The framework consists of (1) an utterance-table encoder 

to categorically encode the user utterance and table 

schema at each turn, (2) get stuck into incorporating the 

recent history for decoding, (3) a tableware decoder taking 

into consideration the context of the utterance, the table 

schema, and the previously generated query to make 

editing decisions. 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

We employ the encoder-decoder architecture with 

attention mechanisms (Sutskever et al., 2014; Luong et al., 

2015) as illustrated. Utterance Table Encoder An effective 

encoder captures the meaning of user utterances, the 

structure of table schema, and the relationship between the 

two. To this end, we build an utterance table encoder with 

co-attention between the two as the utterance encoder. For 
the user utterance orderly, we first use a bi-LSTM to 

encode utterance tokens. The bi-LSTM hidden state 

percolates through a dot-product attention layer (Luong et 

al., 2015) over the column header embeddings. For each 

column header, we integrate its name and its column name 

separated by a dot token (i.e., table name. column name).  

 

Each column header is been processed by a bi-LSTM 

layer. To better capture the internal structure of the table 

schemas (e.g., foreign key), we then exploit a self-

attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) among all column headers. 
We then use an attention layer to capture the correlation 

between the utterance and the table schema. We 

concatenate the self-attention vector and the utterance 

attention vector and operate a second layer bi-LSTM to 

generate the column header embedding h C. Note that the 

two embeddings rely on each other due to the co-attention, 

and thus the column header representation changes across 

different utterances in a single interaction. 

 

1. Utterance-Table BERT Embedding: 

We consider two alternatives as to the input to the first 

layer biLSTM. The first choice is competent word 
embedding. Second, Also we consider the contextualized 

word embedding based on BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). To 

be specific, we follow Hwang et al. (2019) to integrate the 

user utterance and all the column headers in a solo 

sequence split by the [SEP] token: [CLS], Xi, [SEP], c1, 

[SEP], . . . , cm, [SEP]  

 

This course is fed into the competent BERT model whose 

hidden states at the rearmost layer is used as the input 

embedding. The Interaction Encoder with turn attention to 

capturing the information across different utterances, we 
use an interaction-level encoder (Suhr et al., 2018) on top 

of the utterance-level encoder. At each turn, we uses the 

hidden state at the previous step from the utterance-level 

encoder as the utterance encoding. This is the input to a 

unidirectional LSTM interaction encoder: h U i = h E i,|Xi| 

h I i+1 = LSTMI (h U i , h I i ).  

 

The hidden state of this interaction encoder h I encode the 

history as the interaction proceeds. Turn Attention when 

supply the current utterance, the user may leave out or 

explicitly refer to the previously mentioned information. 

To this end, we endorse the turn attention mechanism to 
capture the correlation between the current utterance and 

the utterance(s) at the specific turn(s). At the current turn t, 

we compute the turn attention by the dot product attention 
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between the current utterance and previous utterances in 

the past, and then add the weighted standard of previous 
utterance embeddings to the current utterance embedding: 

si = h U t Wturnatth U i α turn = softmax(s) c turn t = h U 

t + X t−1 i=1 α turn i × h U i . The c turn t summarizes the 

context information and the current user query and will be 

utilized as the initial decoder state as described in the 

following. 

 

Table aware Decoder we used an LSTM decoder with 

attention to be generating SQL queries by incorporating 

the interaction past, the current user utterance, and the 

table schema. Indicate the decoding step ask, we provide 

the decoder input as an integration of the embedding of 
SQL query token qk and a context vector ck: h D k+1 = 

LSTMD ([qk; ck], h D k) where h D is the hidden state of 

the decoder LSTMD, and the hidden state h D 0 is 

initialized by c turn t.  

 

When the query token is a SQL keyword, qk is a learned 

embedding; when it is a column header, we employ the 

column header embedding given by the table-utterance 

encoder as qk. The context vector ck is described below.  

 

The context vector comprises of attentions to both the 
table and the user utterance. Firstly, at each step k, the 

decoder evaluates the attention among the decoder hidden 

state and the column header embedding. sl = h D k 

Wcolumnatth C l α column = softmax(s) c column k = X l 

α column l × h C l (2) where l is the index of the column 

headers and h C l is its embedding.  

 

Second, it also evaluates the attention between the decoder 

hidden state and the utterance token embeddings: si,j = h 

D k Wutterance-atth E i,j α utterance = softmax(s) c token 

k = X i,j α utterance i,j × h E i,j (3) where i is the turn 

index, j is the token index, and h E i,j is token embedding 
to the j-th token of i-th utterance.  

 

The context vector ck is a concatenation of the two: ck = 

[c column k; c token k] Output Distribution. In the output 

layer, our decoder chooses to get a SQL keyword (e.g., 

SELECT, WHERE, GROUP BY, ORDER BY) or a 

column header. This is not easy for the cross-domain 

setting where the table schema changes over different 

examples.  

 

To achieve this, we use split layers to achieve SQL 
keywords and column headers, and finally utilize the 

softmax operation: Number of operations at different 

turns. to generate the output probability distribution: ok = 

tanh ([h D k; ck] Wo) mSQL = okWSQL + bSQL 

mcolumn = okWcolumnh C P(yk) = softmax ([mSQL; 

mcolumn]). Query Editing Mechanism in an interaction 

with the system, the user frequently asks a sequence of 

closely related questions to complete the final query goal. 

Therefore, the query generated for the present turn often 

overlaps significantly with the previous ones. To 

empirically verify the adequacy of leveraging the previous 

query, we consider the process of generating the current 
query by applying copy and insert operations to the 

previous query. The SQL query extent and the amount of 

copy and insert operations at different turns. As the 

interaction proceeds, the user question becomes more 

complicated because it requires a extended SQL query to 

answer. However, more query tokens overlap with the 

previous query, and thus the number of new tokens scraps 

small at the third turn and far away.  

 

Based on this observation, we extend our tableware 

decoder with a query editing mechanism. We first encode 

the previous query using another biLSTM, and its hidden 
states are the query token embeddings h Q i,j0 (i.e., the j 0 

-th token of the i-th query).  

 

We then extend the context vector with the attention to the 

previous query: ck = [c column k ; c token k ; c query k ] 

where c query k is produced by attention to question 

tokens h Q i,j0 within the same form as Equation At each 

decoding step, we predict a switch pcopy to made a 

decision if we want duplicate from last query or insert a 

new token pcopy = σ(ckWcopy + bcopy) pinsert = 1 − 

pcopy (5).  
 

Then, we use a distinct layer to score the query tokens at 

turn t − 1, and the result distribution is amended as the 

following to take into consideration the editing 

probability: Pprev SQL = softmax(okWprev SQLh Q t−1 ) 

mSQL = okWSQL + bSQL mcolumn = okWcolumnh C 

PSQL S column = softmax([mSQL; mcolumn]) P(yk) = 

pcopy • Pprev SQL(yk ∈ prev SQL) +pinsert • PSQL S 

column(yk ∈ SQL[ column).  

 
Pass the copy mechanism has been introduced by Gu et al. 

(2016) and See et al. (2017), they aim to summarize or 

respond to generation applications by copying from the 

source sentences. Despite this, our focus is on editing the 

previously generated query while including the context of 

user utterances and table schemas. 

 

2. Dataset: 

We have used 2 datasets: 

 SParC is dataset which is  used for cross-domain 

Semantic Parsing in the Context. SParC is context 

dependent/multi-turn version of the spider-task, and it is a 
complex and cross-domain text-to-SQL challenge. SParC 

has 4,200 sequences of questions in which 12000 plus 

unique individual questions annotated with SQL queries, 

obtained from user interactions with 200 complex 

databases of 138 domains. 

 Spider is very huge-scale complex and cross-domain 

semantic parsing. it is text-to-SQL dataset annotated by 

students. The goal of the Spider challenge is to develop 

tongue interfaces to cross-domain databases. 

3. System Architecture: 
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Fig 1. System Architecture. 

 

4. Test cases: 

 

Fig 2. User input. 

 

 
 

Fig 3. User output. 

 

IV. RELATED WORK 
 

Semantic parsing is the chore of mapping natural language 

sentences into formal depiction. It has been studied for 

years including using linguistically-motivated 

compositional representations, such as logical forms (Zelle 

and Mooney, 1996; Clarke et al., 2010) and lambda 

calculus (Zettlemoyer and Collins, 2005; Artzi and 

Zettlemoyer, 2011), and utilizing executable programs, 
such as SQL queries (Miller et al., 1996; Zhong et al., 

2017) and other general-purpose programming languages 

(Yin and Neubig, 2017; Iyer et al., 2018).  

 

At most preliminary studies worked on a handful of 

domains and small datasets such as GeoQuery (Zelle and 

Mooney, 1996) and Overnight (Wang et al., 2015). 

Recently, massive and cross-domain text-to-SQL datasets 

such as WikiSQL (Zhong et al., 2017) and Spider (Yu et 

al., 2018c) have gained an increasing amount of notice as 

many data-driven neural approaches attain promising 
results (Dong and Lapata, 2016; Su and Yan, 2017; Iyer et 

al., 2017; Xu et al., 2017; Finegan-Dollak et al., 2018; Yu 

et al., 2018a; Huang et al., 2018; The majority still focus 

on context-independent semantic parsing by translating 

single-turn questions into executable queries.  

 

Reasonably reduced work has been committed to context-

dependent semantic parsing on datasets including ATIS 

(Hemphill et al., 1990; Dahl et al., 1994b), SequentialQA 

(Iyyer et al., 2017), SParC (Yu et al., 2019b), SCONE 

(Long et al., 2016; Guu et al., 2017; Fried et al., 2018; 

Suhr and Artzi, 2018; Huang et al., 2019), and CoSQL 
(Yu et al., 2019a). On ATIS, Miller et al. (1996) map 

utterances to semantic frames which are then mapped to 

SQL queries; Zettlemoyer and Collins (2009) start with 

context-independent Combinatory Categorial Grammar 

(CCG) parsing and then sort out references to produce 

lambda calculus logical forms for an arrangement of 

sentences.  

 

The most pertinent to our commissions is Suhr et al. 

(2018), who create ATIS SQL queries from interactions 

note that Syntax SQL-con scores more in question match 
but less in interaction match compared to CD-Seq2Seq by 

assimilating history with an interaction-level encoder and 

duplicating segments of previously produced queries. 

Furthermore, SCONE holds three domains using stack- or 

list-like elements and a lot of queries carry a single binary 

predicate. SequentialQA is constructed by decomposing 

some complicated questions in WikiTable Questions 

(Pasupat and Liang, 2015).  

 

Since both SCONE and SequentialQA are interpreted only 

with denotations but not query labels, they do not 

comprise so many questions with rich semantic and 
contextual types. For example, SequentialQA (Iyyer et al., 

2017) requisite that the answer to follow-up questions 

essentially be a subset of previous answers, and most of 
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the questions can be acknowledged with SQL queries by 

SELECT and WHERE clauses. Synchronous with our 
work, Yu et al. (2019a) launched CoSQL, a large-scale 

cross-domain conversational text-to-SQL corpus 

composed under the Wizard-of-Oz setting. Each dialogue 

in CoSQL imitates a DB querying layout with a worker 

from crowdsourcing as a user and a computer science 

student from college who is well known with SQL as an 

expert.  

 

QuestionSQL pairs in CoSQL reflect large multiplicity in 

user backgrounds in comparison to other corpora and 

require recurring amendments in user intent between pairs 

or unclear questions that need user clarification. These 
features pose a new obstacle for text-to-SQL systems.  

 

Our project is also related to the newly initiated method of 

code generation by editing (Hayati et al., 2018; Yin et al., 

2019; Hashimoto et al., 2018). While they go along with 

the structure of producing code by editing the related 

examples extracted from training data, we focus on a 

context-dependent setting where we produce queries from 

the last query predicted by the systems themselves. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTS 
 

Evaluation Metrics Following Yu et al. (2018c), we 

employ the literal set match metric to calculate the 

correctness between gold and predicted SQL answers. 

Rather to simply use string match, Yu et al. (2018c) break 

down predicted queries into various SQL clauses such as 

SELECT, WHERE, GROUP BY, and ORDER BY and 
determine scores for respective clauses using set matching 

separately. We outline the given two metrics: question 

match, the same set matching score on all questions, and 

interaction match, the same set matching score overall 

interactions.  

 

The exact set matching score is the unit for each question 

condition all predicted SQL clauses are accurate, and the 

unit for each interaction condition there is the same set 

match for every question in the interaction.Model 

Question Match Interaction Match Dev Test Dev Test CD-
Seq2Seq 17.1 18.3 6.7 6.4 SyntaxSQL-con 18.5 20.2 4.3 

5.2 SyntaxSQL-sta implementation of varied methods on 

all questions (question match) and all 

interactions(interaction match). The context-aware models 

(CD-Seq2Seq and SyntaxSQL-con) remarkably exceed the 

context agnostic SyntaxSQLNet (SyntaxSQL-sta).  

 

The last two rows form a controlled ablation study, where 

without acquiring the previous question, the test set the 

execution of SyntaxSQLNet declines from 20.2% to 

16.9% on question match and from 5.2% to 1.1% on 

interaction match, which designate that context is a 
significant characteristic of the problem. The closer 

examination shows that SyntaxSQL-con foresee more 

questions accurately in the starting turns of interaction, 

which aggregates in its overall higher question match 

accuracy. A likely reason for this is that SyntaxSQLcon 
accepts a stronger context agnostic text-to-SQL module 

(SyntaxSQLNet vs. Seq2Seq adopted by CDSeq2Seq).  

 

The execution of CD-Seq2Seq on interaction match can be 

allocated to better integration of information flow between 

questions by applying turn level encoders (Suhr et al., 

2018), which is achievable to encode the archive of all 

previous questions differentiating to only single one 

previous question in SyntaxSQL-con. Overall, the lower 

performance of both the extended context-dependent 

models shows the problems of SParC and that there is a lot 

in for room for improvement. 
 

Performance stratified by SQL difficulty we group 

individual questions in SParC into different difficulty 

levels based on the complexity of their corresponding SQL 

representations using the criteria proposed in Yu et al. 

(2018c). The questions get harder as interaction proceeds, 

more questions with hard and extra hard difficulties appear 

in late turns. As we expect, the models execute better in 

the times when the user requests are simple. Both models 

go wrong on very hard and extremely hard questions.  

 
Keeping in consideration that the size and question types 

of SParC are close to Spider, the relatively lower 

performances of SyntaxSQL-con on medium, hard, and 

extra hard questions in comparison to its performances on 

Spider (17.6%, 16.3%, and 4.9% respectively) shows that 

SParC presents a supplementary challenge by introducing 

context dependencies, which is not present in Spider. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we implement an editing-based encoder-

decoder model to address the problem of context-

dependent cross-domain text-to-SQL generation. While 

empirical results demonstrate the uses of our editing 

mechanism. The approach is more robust to error 

propagation than copying segments, and its performance 

increases when the basic text-to-SQL generation quality 

(without editing) is better. 
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